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Science fiction 
becomes 
science fact 

Gerd Leonhard at the 
GRAHAM Group Conference

A world-leading futurist and author believes it is “time for 
transformation” in the engineering and construction industry. 

Gerd Leonhard, who delivered the keynote address at 
GRAHAM’s Annual Group Conference, stressed that 
incremental innovation was not enough as we approach “the 
cusp of the fifth industrial revolution”.

The German born, Zurich based, expert, with global clients 
including Google, Microsoft and YouTube, turned traditional 
thinking on its head over the course of an absorbing 
hour-long presentation entitled ‘The need for change. 
Opportunities and challenges for the next 10 years’.

Gerd was speaking to over 120 GRAHAM delegates from 
across the UK and Ireland on Thursday 26th April at the 
Slieve Donard Hotel. 

Coinciding with the launch of our fresh new brand, the 
Conference was the perfect platform to celebrate 
GRAHAM’s continued growth, to share the insights behind 
our collective success and to discuss the wider challenges 
facing the industry.

Demonstration

Starting with a simple demonstration, Gerd explained how, 
on a recent trip to Japan, a Smartphone App (SayHi) enabled 
him to enjoy a 30-minute, two-way conversation with a 
Japanese sushi chef. 

There was no need for arm waving, pointing or failed 
attempts at translation. All he did was speak into the App 
in his native tongue and it was instantly translated into 
Japanese. The pocket interpreter App then worked 
vice-versa.

This was sophisticated technology effectively circumventing 
previously insurmountable problems, including the 
complexities of language and communication.

It was a simple example but one that set the tone for his 
address – that the way we have always done things is 
changing beyond recognition.

The lesson was for construction and engineering to 
take heed. 

“The things that used to be impossible are now 
becoming entirely possible. This is impacting 
all businesses across the world. You have 
to use this time to build the future because 
the future will not be like the present. One 
thing that is guaranteed is that the future 
will be entirely different. And, that is because 
of technology,” said Gerd, the author of 
the widely-acclaimed book ‘Technology vs 
Humanity’. 

He identified that “data is the new oil and Artificial 
Intelligence is the new electricity” and declared that we are 
at the “pivot point of exponential change” where Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), additive manufacturing, automation, 
virtualisation and robotics will transform not only how we 
build but also how we live.



Much to the relief of the audience, he did provide some comfort when he jokingly stated that the future was not going to echo the 
film franchise Terminator. However, it would be Box Office.

Least digitised

Alarmingly for the construction industry, he revealed that it was lagging behind in the race to adopt digital technology and 
represents “one of the least digitised” industries - ranking only above agriculture and hunting in the ‘McKinsey Global Institute 
Digitization Index’. 

Unsurprisingly, information and communication technology topped the list ahead of media in second place. 

On the basis of this analysis, Gerd identified five core trends that will shape construction and capital projects, namely:

“The construction business has escaped transformation to a large degree. For several reasons 
but also because good was good enough,” added Gerd.

“But business as usual is dead and the car industry is the perfect illustration of this as electric 
cars will now become the new normal for example.” 

Higher-definition surveying 
and geolocation: Rapid digital 
mapping and estimation

Next generation 5D Building 
Information Modelling: Design 
platform for the future

Digital collaboration and mobility: 
Moving to paperless projects from 
the office to the workforce

The internet of things and 
advanced analytics: Intelligent 
asset management and 
decision making

Future-proof design and 
construction: Designing with 
materials and methods of the 
future
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His advice was simple – “take a wider view”. 

With that, he posed the challenge “who, and what, will you be 
in five-seven years?”

In his view, in order to meet the obvious demands of the 
future, the engineering and construction industries need to 
embrace a technology revolution. This centres on:

• Pre-fabrication and modular construction
• Advanced building materials
• 3D printing and additive manufacturing
• Autonomous construction
• Augmented reality and visualisation
• Big data and predictive analytics
• Wireless monitoring and connected equipment
• Cloud and real-time collaboration

• 3D scanning and photogrammetry
• Building Information Modelling (BIM).

A seismic shift is imminent. 

 “Your future competitors are not the other guys you’re 
dealing with now. They’re the new guys,” said Gerd.

“Your biggest competitors will be the ones who come through 
the back door, not the front door.”

At GRAHAM, we have not been caught off-guard and 
recognise that “digitisation is now the key success factor” to 
the growth of the business.



Digital Construction is a major focus of our future strategic 
direction and this is reflected in our attainment of the 
prestigious British Standards Institute (BSI) Kitemark™ 
certification for both BIM Design and Construction (PAS 1192-
2) and Asset Management (PAS 1192-3). Incidentally, we were 
the first UK wide company to achieve this dual accreditation.

Hybrid thinking

Naturally, for a man described as a rare hybrid of artist, 
researcher and scientist, Gerd’s instruction is to champion 
“hybrid thinking” and to “focus on what is, and explore what 
might be”.

As an industry-leading contractor, our focus now revolves 
around connecting everything, making everything smart, 
getting deep into the data, utilising intelligent assistance and 
investigating 3D further.

The global citizen and business strategist finished with a 
bang, offering words of encouragement to take the bold next 
steps to future-proof the GRAHAM business – “yes you can, 
and yes you should”.

Wise words that are certainly applicable to every 
organisation in the industry.

GRAHAM rebrand

The GRAHAM Annual Group Conference consisted of 
a packed-programme of presentations, debate and 
engagement. 

It was kicked off by Executive Chairman Michael Graham who 
discussed the new brand and the core message behind our 
‘delivering lasting impact’ positioning statement.

The gathering concluded with the respective Divisional 
Managing Directors (Ron Clarke – Building and Interior 
Fit-Out, Leo Martin – Civil Engineering, Brendan Devlin 
– Facilities Management and Mark Gibson – Interior Fit-
Out) reflecting on the successes of the last decade while 
expressing their optimistic vision for the future.

Winning the Building Magazine 
Contractor of the Year (over 
£300m) 2017

Ulster Hospital Inpatient Ward 
Block - overall winning project 
at the Construction Excellence 
Awards 2017

Ranked 16th in annual Sunday 
Times Grant Thornton Top Track 
250 (2017)

British Standards Institute (BSI) 
Kitemark™ certification for both 
BIM Design and Construction (PAS 
1192-2) and Asset Management 
(PAS 1192-3)

Investors in People Platinum and 
Wellbeing Accreditation

Some of our major achievements over the last 12 months include:


